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THE INTERNATIONAL LAW OF OUTER SPACE AND
CONSEQUENCES AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL FOR INDIA:
TOWARDS AN INDIAN NATIONAL SPACE LAW?
Frans G von der Dunk*
The discussion on a forum on the famous web-based LinkedIn networking site
has already taken off: should India, as party to the four most important
international space treaties, also develop a national space law, as other states
increasingly are doing? That India is currently one of the leading spacefaring
nations in the world is beyond discussion. In itself, however, that does not
necessarily necessitate going through the trouble of drafting and implementing a
national space law.
This article, however, argues that indeed, following the examples of a
growing number of spacefaring states around the world discussed in some
detail as far as, in particular, liability and attendant insurance issues are
concerned, India should also develop such a national space law. On the one
hand, it is shown to allow states to implement their international obligations
under space law in a comprehensive fashion, and for example properly deal
with the liability they may incur for pcivate space activities. On the other
hand, it would create a considerable measure of clarity for private parties
interested in contributing to the general space effort in terms of the rights
and obligations they would take upon themselves in doing so.
The main conclusion drawn for India following the extended analysis by the
present article is that, unless it would insist on precluding any private sector
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involvement in space activities, both by Indian companies and by foreign
companies operating in or from India and, going decidedly against the
global trends, would attempt to roll back any such existing developments in
this respect, there can be little doubt that India needs some sort of national
legal framework dealing with private activities in outer space by means
essentially of a licensing system.
At the least, this would be necessary for the compliance with key obligations
resting upon India under the international space law treaties, pertaining to
such issues as responsibility, liability and registration of space objects. From
a more positive and proactive perspective, moreover, it would also be
desirable to ensure that private efforts and money might be harnessed for
the broader public cause of the peoples and economy of India: ifproperly
guided by a regulatory framework, this would be the proverbial win-win
situation.
1. INTRODUCTION: INDIA, INTERNATIONAL SPACE
TREATIES AND A NATIONAL SPACE LAW?
The discussion on a forum on the famous web-based LinkedIn networking site
has already taken off: should India, as party to the four most important
international space treaties (the Outer Space Treaty,1 the Rescue Agreement,2
the Liability Convention3 and the Registration Convention4) and signatory of the
last such treaty (the Moon Agreements), also develop a national space law, as
other states increasingly are doing exactly that?
That India is, by all accounts, currently one of the leading spacefaring nations in
the world (and has already been for a few decades) is beyond discussion. It
operates its own comprehensive fleets of telecommunication and remote sensing
satellites, further develops its own independent launch capabilities and is even
working now towards sending its own first 'vyomanauts' into outer space by
2015. In itself, however, that does not necessarily necessitate going through the
trouble of drafting and implementing a national space law.
After all, law in the abstract is always supposed to take care of an issue, a
potential issue or an area where issues are present or expected to arise and
existing law is not deemed sufficient to properly deal with them. Do the five
space treaties mentioned (or at least the first four6) , widely acknowledged and
respected as providing a comprehensive legal framework for all activities in
outer space, not sufficiently take care, then, of actual and prospective issues in
such a manner that national law, rather than more international law, 7
pertaining to this 'global commons's would be necessary?
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In this respect it is important to recall that space law did not develop in a
standard fashion. Usually, legal regulation of any sort of human activity starts at
the national level, then - sometimes only after centuries - when international
aspects of the field at issue are becoming apparent or important, international
law may get developed to deal with such international aspects and perhaps
achieve some measure of international harmonisation.
In outer space however, with the exception of the United States as it
promulgated its first act to establish the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration9 as early as 1958, precisely because of its 'global commons'
character international law preceded national space-dedicated legislation. The
aforementioned Outer Space Treaty dates from 1967, after a UN Declaration lO
had already in 1963 provided for most of its key legal principles, whereas the
first non-US national space law was a Norwegian Act!! of only three Articles
and barely a page in size, enacted in 1969.
So the question remains: why should of all times now, after India's space
programme has matured for over four decades, the question of a possible
desirability or even need for a national Indian space law become a matter of
serious debate - and this, perhaps, not only on LinkedIn? Is there also a need,
after all, for domestic implementation in India of international space law, as the
latter has developed through the same four decades?
II. THE GENERAL OUTLINES OF INTERNATIONAL
SPACE LAW: THE OUTER SPACE TREATY
Before reverting to the key questions posed above, it would firstly be
appropriate to briefly outline the main outlines, principles, rights and obligations
pertaining to space activities established at the international level by the treaties
mentioned before.
The most fundamental clause of the most fundamental treaty has already been
alluded to: the one determining the 'global commons' character of outer space,
including all celestial bodies, under the Outer Space Treaty.!2 More precisely,
Article II reads in full: "Outer space, including the Moon and other celestial
bodies, is not subject to national appropriation by claim of sovereignty, by means
of use or occupation, or by any other means."
This principled negation of any exercise of territorial sovereignty over outer
space or any part thereof is further reinforced by the provisions that "[0]uter
space, including the Moon and other celestial bodies, shall be free for
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exploration and use by all States without discrimination of any kind, on a basis
of equality and in accordance with international law, ... [that] there shall be
free access to all areas of celestial bodies" and that "[t]here shall be freedom
of scientific investigation in outer space, including the Moon and other celestial
bodies." 13
Whilst some have tried to argue in the past that the reference to the 'province
of all mankind,' unique to space law, should essentially equate with the
'common heritage of mankind' principle that was later developed for the law of
the sea14 and the Moon Agreement, it is important to stress that this argument
cannot be upheld. The Moon Agreement itself, though indeed calling for the
"Moon and its natural resources [to be considered] .. , the common heritage of
mankind,"!5 at the same time also reiterated the older term from the Outer
Space Treaty in declaring "the exploration and use of the Moon ... [to] be the
province of all mankind."!6 The use of both terminologies in the same
international treaty should already testify to their fundamental difference.!?
Moreover, the reason for most of the important spacefaring states not to adhere
to the Moon Agreement was precisely the use (and expected further
implementation) of that 'common heritage of mankind' clause - whereas none
of those states had a problem with the Outer Space Treaty's application of the
phrase 'province of all mankind' as evidenced by the latter's widespread
ratification.
A further point of note is that, of course, the absence of applicability of
territorial sovereignty over outer space as a consequence of Article II of the
Outer Space Treaty begs the question of where outer space begins, in view of
the a contrario sovereignty over national airspace of every individual state. 18
The fact that this issue has so far not been solved in legal terms in any
generally authoritative manner - and that this in tum was not essentially much
of a problem so far!9 - should not lead to any automatic conclusion that the
absence of such a boundary may not become an issue following certain
developments in space activities. Notably this concerns private commercial
spaceflight,20 where the exercise of territorial jurisdiction in national airspace
may well become a primary tool for controlling those flights in law.
Other general principles applicable to space activities following from the Outer
Space Treaty concern the aforementioned essential freedom of exploration and
use as generally perceived to include exploitation of outer space for states,21
state responsibility for acts in violation of outer space law, including those of
private entities,22 and state liability for damage caused by space objects,
including once more those of private entities.23Registration of a space object
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provides the attendant state with the opportunity to retain its jurisdiction on
board of such space objects.24 Space activities, generally speaking, should be
conducted in the interest of all countries, with special attention being paid to the
interests of the developing countries.25 This includes a specific requirement to
use the Moon and other celestial bodies "exclusively for peaceful purposes,"
and a prohibition "to place in orbit around the Earth any objects carrying nuclear
weapons or any other kinds of weapons of mass destruction, install such
weapons on celestial bodies, or station such weapons in outer space in any
other manner."26
A final clause of note concerns the legal status and role of intergovernmental
organisations, as vehicles for groups of states to be active in outer space, where
it is provided that "[a]ny practical questions arising in connection with activities
carried on by international intergovernmental organizations in the exploration and
use of outer space... shall be resolved by the States Partiesto the Treaty either
with the appropriate international organization or with one or more States
members of that international organization, which are Parties to this
Treaty.'mWhilst this clause, amongst others, does recognise an appropriate role
for intergovernmental organisations to play in the space arena, notably no such
recognition can be found regarding a role for private enterprise, beyond the
general provision that any space activities conducted by private enterprise, being
"national activities carried out ... by non-governmental entities," are subsumed
under the state responsibility of the state concerned, which is to authorise and
continuously supervise those activities.28
This leads to the main conclusion emanating from the Outer Space Treaty vis-
a-vis national space law: once the involvement of private entities is a real
probability, perhaps even desirability, and is not principally outlawed under the
general legal system of a particular state, that state should establish a national
legal system for authorising and supervising these activities. Whilst, in theory,
there are several means to achieve that, clearly the most comprehensive and
transparent way consists in drafting a national space law including prominently a
system for licensing private space operators.29
In other words: to the extent it is to be envisaged, perhaps even stimulated for
general economic reasons, that Indian companies in the short or middle term
will start launching space objects, operating satellites for communications,
navigation or remote sensing activities or even transporting humans into outer
space and back, there would be a need to establish a national law in India to
properly license and control those activities if only with a view to Indian state
responsibility for those activities on the international plane. A further key
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element in this context is derived from the liability provision in the Outer Space
Treaty, as the liability issue will be dealt with in more detail below.
III. THE GENERAL OUTLINES OF INTERNATIONAL
SPACE LAW: BEYOND THE OUTER SPACE TREATY
In the years following the Outer Space Treaty, several of its key clauses were
found to require further elaboration, by means essentially of the three space
treaties referred to before (the Moon Agreement being hardly relevant from this
perspective). In addition, a few UN Resolutions were drafted which have
become part of the international space law framework,30 and also the special
regime developed with respect to the allocation and allotment of satellite
frequencies and orbital slots/orbits in the context of the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) should be mentioned.31 These last two
elements, however, will not further be discussed in the present contribution.
A. THE RESCUE AGREEMENT
Firstly, the Rescue Agreement was drafted to elaborate Articles V and vrn of the
Outer Space Treaty with respect to assistance to astronauts in distress and their
safe return home, as well as the rapid return of space objects to the launching
authority.32 Assuming that private parties of Indian nationality or operating from
Indian territory would, for the time being, only be interested in unmanned spaceflight,
it is first and foremost the latter set of provisions which might have to be dealt with
in the course of drafting any Indian national space law.
For example, the return of a space object launched from Indian territory but
somehow ending up within the jurisdiction of another state, has to be returned to
India - yet, any expenses for the state returning that object have to be paid, in
principle, by the Indian government.33The private company might indeed be
interested in seeing the remnants of its satellite returned, for example for
insurance-related purposes, for retrieving certain valuable component parts that
survived re-entry or for analysing the causes of the accident causing the
satellite to re-enter. Thus, preferably in the context of a national law and/or
licensing system to be developed, arrangements between the Indian government
and the licensee might be desirable with a view to dealing with such costs.
B. THE LIABILITY CONVENTION
Considerably more important, however, for the purpose of national legislation
and licensing, is the Liability Convention elaborating Article VII of the Outer
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Space Treaty.34 As indicated, the latter already provided for state liability also in
case of privately-launched or -operated space objects, a system of allocation of
liability formalised by the Liability Convention through a fourfold definition of the
"launching State" as the liable entity for damage caused by a space object.35
As a consequence of this definition, a state would become liable for such
damage in case it launched or procured the launch of that space object, or
allowed its territory and/or facility to be used for the launch of that space
object. Obviously, the cumulative application of these four criteria might well
lead to more than one state being liable for the damage caused by the space
object at issue. The Liability Convention thus provides for joint and several
liability: the claimant state may assert its claim for the total amount of damage
against any of the liable states it choose to address, and leave it to these states
to further arrange distribution of that claim amongst themselves.36
The territorial criterion is the most unequivocal one: every launch conducted
from the territory of a state (including its territorial waters37 and airspace38)
gives rise to liability for damage caused by the space objects so launched.
Consequently, a number of states with launch sites on their territory have indeed
established national space laws, including licensing systems, to ensure inter alia
proper derogation and reimbursement mechanisms vis-a-vis the licensees. 39
Further to the aforementioned case of Norway, this concerns such states as the
United States,40 Sweden,41 Russia42 and Australia.43
With regard to the other three criteria, the issue is more complicated, however.
The launch may actually be conducted by a private launch service provider
(such as the French company Arianespace), procured by a private satellite
operator (such as the US company Intelsat) or conducted from a private launch
facility (such as the international consortium Sea Launch). In each case, the
question arises as to whether this causes France, respectively the United States,
respectively the states whose companies comprise the international consortium
and/or where the movable launching platform is registered,44 to be qualified as
(a) "launching State(s)," in view of private entities being the real actors.
As these issues have not been authoritatively solved on the international level
yet, individual states drafting national space laws are faced with making their
own choice as to whether to include such private activities in the scope of their
licensing regimes for the purpose of liability possibly arising on the international
level, as perceived. Thus, for example the United Kingdom has chosen to
impose the licensing obligation also upon private entities interested in procuring a
launch of their space object.45
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The Liability Convention is rather more clear on the issue of type of liability
applicable: absolute liability applies "for damagecaused by its space object on
the surface of the Earth or to aircraft in flight," whereas fault liability applies to
"damage being caused elsewhere than on the surface of the Earthto a space
object of one launching State or to persons or property on board such aspace
object."46
Damage compensable under the Convention is defined as "loss of life, personal
injury or other impairment of health; or loss of or damage to property of States
or of persons, natural orjuridical, or property of international intergovernmental
organizations."47 By and large, this clause is interpreted as being limited to
direct damage,48 as well as further being limited to such damage only as caused
by physical impact as part of a collision.49 As we shall see, a final important
point with a view to national laws and licensing regimes concerns the fact that
compensation under the Liability Convention is essentially unlimited.50
C. THE REGISTRATION CONVENTION
The third international treaty of concern here is the Registration Convention, as
it elaborates the summary reference to registration of space objects in Article
VIII(and to some extent Article XI) of the Outer Space Treaty.51 The
Registration Convention adds to this reference firstly the obligation for the
launching state to register its space objects, whereby the "launching State" is
identified following the exact same terms as under the Liability Convention.52
As this definition has already been seen to allow for more than one state to
qualify as launching state in respect of a particular space object, the
Registration Convention furthermore provides that in such cases these launching
states should together determine which state should act as the registration state
for the purpose of the Convention: there can only be one such state for each
individual space object.53
This obligation effectively concerns the establishment of a national registry,
where the details of how to establish the registry, what type of information
should be included and who is to handle further registration is left to the
discretion of the state of registry.54
Next, however, the Registration Convention requires the state of registry to
comply with some international obligations in this context. The first one is
inform the United Nations Secretary-General (effectively, the Office for
Outer Space Affairs (OOSA) in Vienna) of the establishment of the national
register.55
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More importantly, it is to provide OOSA with a set of specified minimum details
regarding the space object so registered, for the purpose of inclusion in the
international register maintained by OOSA. Those data are listed as "(a)
Name of launching State or States;(b) An appropriate designator of the space
object or its registration number;(c) Date and territory or location of launch;(d)
Basic orbital parameters, including:(i) Nodal period;(ii) Inclination;(iii)
Apogee;(iv) Perigee;(e) General function of the space object."56 On a voluntary
basis the state of registry may furnish additional information, and is furthermore
required to "notify the Secretary-General of the United Nations, to the greatest
extent feasible and as soon as practicable, of space objects concerning which it
has previously transmitted information, and which have been but no longer are
in Earth orbit."57
From the perspective of national space laws and licensing regimes dealing with
private space operators and their space activities, the main importance of the
Registration Convention lies in requiring as well as allowing launching states to
establish a specific mechanism conducive to controlling the relevant private
space activities.58 Whilst the details of the national registry, actually allowing
such control, remain at the discretion of the registration state, the information
required for the international register, resulting in a certain measure of
transparency regarding responsibility and liability on the international level, is
determined by the Convention; hence it would only be logical to take that
information as the point of departure for determining the information due for the
purpose of the national register.
IV. A CASE STUDY: LIABILITYAND INSURANCE UNDER
EXISTING NATIONAL SPACE LAW
It is hardly an exaggeration that the most immediately visible and quantifiable
consequence of the international framework for national space law sketched
above concerns the issue of liability. Essentially, an unlimited liability rests upon
the launching state(s) of a certain space object for any damage as defined by the
Liability Convention caused by that space object - including cases where the
damage was wholly or partially due to private activities involving that space
object. Before having a closer look at the extent to which it may be desirable or
even required for India to consequently establish its own national space law, it
would be illustrative therefore to analyse in some detail, in view of the rather
general character of the international regime provided by the Liability Convention,
how the various states that have so far dealt with these issues on a national level
in a fundamental, legislative manner have chosen to approach them.
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Thus, the national space laws providing for licensing requirements applicable to
launch activities will be briefly scrutinised along the following lines:
(1) what is the scope of application ratione personae, of the license obligation
with a view to the above discussion of whether the reference to states in
Article I(c) of the Liability Convention includes private entities of that state if
actually performing the launch, procuring it or rendering their facility for it;
(2) to what extent is the liability, unlimited as it is under the Liability Convention,
transformed into an unlimited reimbursement obligation for a licensee, or in the
alternative, to what extent is a national limit provided for; and (3) to what extent
does the licensing state require third party liability insurance on the part of the
licensee to actually cover such reimbursement obligations. 59 Since the
aforementioned Norwegian Act60 was established in 1969, three years before
the Liability Convention, it does not contain any specifics in that respect and it
will therefore not be taken into consideration here.
A. SWEDEN
Chronologically, then, the first Act of relevance here is the Swedish Act on
Space Activities of 1982.61 In terms of the Act's scope ratione personae, the
licensing obligation was summarily imposed both upon those private operators
undertaking space activities, explicitly including launch activities62, from Swedish
soil and upon those with the Swedish nationality doing so elsewhere.63 With a
view to the Liability Convention, therefore, apparently Sweden considers itself
not to be liable in case a Swedish company procures a launch elsewhere.
As to the issue of liability reimbursement, the Swedish Act in principle entitles
the Swedish government to full reimbursement of any international liability claim,
but on the other hand no obligation to take out insurance against such an event
is provided for. 64 Hence in an actual case of a space object launched from
Sweden - where the launch site at Kiruna has been operational since decades,
and will soon be opened up to private spaceflights from Virgin Galactic65 - and
causing damage leading to another state invoking the Liability Convention, the
Swedish government may end up with less than full reimbursement, simply
because the licensee has run out of funds to compensate from and/or is not
(sufficiently) insured.
B. THE UNITED STATES
Secondly, the United States in 1984 enunciated the first version of its
Commercial Space Launch Act, later codified as part of the United States
Code.66 In terms of scope ratione personae, the licensing obligation under the
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Commercial Space Launch Act applies to anyone wishing "to launch a launch
vehicle or to operate a launch site ... in the United States," as well as any
"citizen of the United States ... [wishing] to launch a launch vehicle or to
operate a launch site ... outside the United States."67 Once more, for example,
procurement of a launch elsewhere than in the United States itself by a US
national, whether company or natural person, does not seem to carry the
obligation of receiving a US license under the Act.
As to the liability and insurance obligations, the 1984 Act was substantially
amended in 1988, so that as of then any licensee "shall obtain liability insurance
or demonstrate financial responsibility in amounts to compensate for the
maximum probable loss from claims by ... a third party for death, bodily injury,
or property damage or loss resulting from an activity carried out under the
license."68 That insurance is to cover inter alia the US government against
such claims as may arise under the Liability Convention.69
The 'maximum probable loss' referred to in this key clause as the principal cap
on liability reimbursement is to be determined by the Secretary of Transportation
(read the Office of the Associate Administrator for Commercial Space
Transportation as mandated by the former). Essentially, the maximum probable
loss for any individual launch will be the result of a complicated statistical
analysis and calculation, taking into account such variables as the size of the
launcher, its track record and the trajectory of the launch (over populated or
less-populated areas) arriving at a statistical figure of the minimum size of loss
for which the chance of it occurring will not exceed a certain acceptable
minimal level of risk, such as I in 10,000,000.
Any cap determined as a consequence of a calculation of the maximum
probable loss, however, will be lowered in tum to either "the maximum liability
insurance available on the world market at reasonable cost" or US$
500,000,000, whichever is the lower.7o As a consequence, the US authorities
formally accept the (remote) possibility that in the case of an international
accident leading to catastrophic-size damage they will not be able to derogate
the full consequences of international claims under the Liability Convention to
the licensee.
C. THE UNITED KINGDOM
The third act to be considered here is the UK Outer Space Act of 1986.71 The
explicit reference to "procuring the launch of a space object" as being included
in the licensing obligation has already been noted.72More generally the Act
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applies a broad definition of its scope, referring to "any activity in outer space"
where a person is considered to conduct such an activity as soon as he "causes
it to occur or is responsible for its continuing" as already, in principle, leading to
an obligation to obtain a license for the purpose.73Ratione personae the scope
of the Act is considerably less comprehensive however: the license obligation
only extends to nationals, including companies, undertaking the relevant
activities, not for example to foreigners conducting them from British territory.74
Like in the case of Sweden, in principle full indemnification of the UK
government is called for in case of an international third party liability claim
addressed at the latter - but this time, contrary to the Swedish case, the
licensing authority is expressly authorised to require insurance to cover such
liability.75 As to such insurance, the general policy was to oblige the licensee to
take out an insurance policy covering reimbursement of the UK government up
to £ 100,000,000 - some US$ 160,000,000 under current exchange rates. In
other words: whilst in principle the UK government would be able to obtain full
reimbursement from the licensee in relevant cases, it would be certain that at
least to that amount such a reimbursement obligation could actually be
implemented.
D. THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION
Fourth in line is the Russian Law on Space Activities of 1993.76The Law is
characterised by its general and broad scope, with its license obligation
ratione personae extending to all private activities "under the jurisdiction of
the Russian Federation," further detailed as "the space activities of
organizations and citizens of the Russian Federation or the space activities of
foreign organizations and citizens under the jurisdiction of the Russian
Federation, if such activities include ... launching and launching of space
objects."77In other words: both launch activities conducted by private entities
from Russian soil, and such activities conducted by Russian companies
elsewhere require a license under the Law. In view of the extended scope
of the activities rationemateriae covered by the Law, it can not be
excluded moreover that the mere procurement of launches elsewhere would
also trigger the relevant license obligations. In addition, it should be noted,
jurisdiction is expressly extended to space objects duly carried on the
Russian registry, presuming that even in the unlikely event a non-Russian
entity would be interested in launching from outside Russia a satellite to be
registered in Russia, a license would be required for the purpose. 78
Apparently, playing it safe the Russian authorities would like to cast their net,
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in principle, as wide as possible in order to be able to handle any domestic
consequences of involvement of private entities with a Russian connection in
space activities as relevant under international space law.
The precise arrangements on handling liability and reimbursement issues are
yet to be clarified, but as far as the Law itself is concerned, the
indemnification of the Russian government is in principle unlimited, coupled to
compulsory insurance coverage up to a level to be decided - so far,
presumably, on a case-by-case basis.79 While not many details are readily
available on insurance obligations either, already a number of years ago a
major insurance company, Megaruss, could report on having been involved in
over 60 contracts in the decade or so following 1992, having worked with a
rough schedule for the limits to de facto reimbursement of liability claims
which in terms of US$ ran between 80,000,000 for a Start launch vehicle and
300,000,000 for a Proton (the heaviest launch vehicle in the Russian market).
E. SOUTH AFRICA
Of the same year as the Russian law, the South African Space Affairs Act80
will be discussed next. This Act and its licensing system focuses on "space
activities," including such "activities directly contributing to the launching of
spacecraft."81 In this respect, both South Africa's territorial jurisdiction and its
national jurisdiction have been asserted with respect to the activities of
launching itself and - presumably, as the terms of the Act are not unequivocal -
operating a launch facility.82Like the Russian Law, also the South African Act
does leave open the possibilities to require a license from other activities, even
if not specifically mentioned in the Act, such as procurement of launches
elsewhere, in case these may entail South African responsibility or liability on
the international level,83 but that is at the discretion of the authorities.
The licensee generally speaking may be required to reimburse the South
African government for any international third party liability claim to the full,
although governmental discretion seems to allow for only partial
reimbursement or even foregoing reimbursement altogether, if the South
African interest would so require.84Whilst the Act itself does not provide for
obligatory insurance to cover such a reimbursement obligation, conditions may
be inserted into the license as to the licensee's liability for any damages
occurring, and the financial security to be provided with respect thereto -
although it is doubtful whether this formally applies to international liability
claims. 85 Private entities requiring a South African license for their space (or
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space-related) activities should probably be prepared, however, to accept the
obligation of full reimbursement of the South African government and
appropriate insurance for relevant cases of international third party damage.
F. THE UKRAINE
The sixth national law of relevance is the 1996 Ukrainian Law on Space
Activities.86 After Russia, the Ukraine was the largest heir of assets and know-
how of the previous Soviet space complex, so for essentially the same reasons
as Russia - the change to a post-Soviet, post-communist era - the Ukraine
drafted its national law. Also the result was very much in line with the Russian
Law which had been announced three years earlier.
Thus, the license obligation similarly pertained to activities undertaken "in the
Ukraine or, under jurisdiction of the Ukraine, abroad"87, in other words applied
to activities conducted from Ukrainian territory as well as to those conducted by
Ukrainian citizens and companies. The activities subject to the licensing
obligation themselves, moreover, could turn out to include the procurement of
activities as well.
Liability reimbursement of the Ukrainian government in case of an international
claim under the Liability Convention is unlimited in principle, coupled to a
compulsory insurance subject to a limit. 88 Thus, somewhat similar also to the
United Kingdom in this respect, the Ukrainian authorities would be assured
that they would at least be reimbursed, as far as claims under the Liability
Convention would be concerned, for the amount of the cap to the insurance
obligation, whilst reserving the right to impose reimbursement even beyond
that cap - to the extent, of course, the licensee would be able to provide such
reimbursements somehow from its own assets.
G. AUSTRALIA
Number seven is the 1998 Act of Australia.89The licensing system under the
Act provides for three different types of launch-related authorisations. A 'launch
permit' is required for any launch from Australia,9o an 'overseas launch
certificate' is required for the launch by an Australian national outside
Australia,91 and a 'space license' would be required for the operation of a
launch facility in Australia.92Thus, the scope in terms of entities addressed by
the Act and its licensing system is quite comprehensive, as it applies both to
launch activities undertaken from Australian territory and to launch activities
undertaken by Australian nationals. Furthermore, the obligation to register all
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space objects launched under the Act means that all Australian-registered space
objects ipso facto are included in the scope of the licensing regime.93
The Act also deals in a proper manner with liability applies to launch permits
and overseas launch certificates; for space licenses no such requirement is
included, as any international liability claim regarding such a license would
effectively be already covered by the launch permit which is always (also)
involved.94 Under Part 4 of the Act, generally the licensee "is liable to pay
compensation for any damage the space object [concerned] causes to a third
party."95 This purportedly includes reimbursing the Australian government in
case the latter is actually paying any international liability claims in conformity
with the Liability Convention.96
In case of launch permits or overseas launch certificates, this reimbursement is
then limited to the insured amount,97 effectively turning the Australian
government into a re-insurer of the licensee for any amount of damage over
such insured amounts. Division 7 of Part 3 of the Act further deals with the
reimbursement of the Australian government by licensees regarding any
international liability claims paid for by Australia, and related requirements.
Essentially, in the case of a launch permit or overseas launch certificate the
holder should either satisfy the insurance requirements or show direct financial
responsibility (i.e. the possibility to reimburse any relevant sums from the
licensee's own purse). This obligation is then limited to "the amount of the
maximum probable loss that may be incurred in respect of damage to third
parties," unless future regulations "will set out a different method of determining
a minimum amount for the purposes of this subsection."98 Whilst the method for
calculation of the maximum probable loss is essentially the same as used by the
US authorities, the maximum probable loss resulting for a specific launch may
well be considerably less than in the case of an identical launch in the United
States in view in particular of the lesser population density of Australia.
H. BRAZIL
The eighth state of interest is Brazil, in 2001 enuncIatIng its relevant
Administrative Edict No. 27.99 In doing so, Brazil became the first developing
nation with proper national space legislation; the underlying reason being on the
one hand the desire to exploit the possibilities that the Alcantara launch base,
close to the equator, offered for commercially interesting launches by foreign
companies, and on the other hand make sure such activities would not only
benefit those companies but also Brazil, its economy and its population itself.
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The Edict proper contains four operative Articles, of which the first one is the
most important. It provides for approval of the Regulation which is enclosed and
which in tum deals with the substance of private involvement in space activities,
including most prominently their licensing. lOO In this respect, the Regulation does
not apply "to space launching activities that could be carried out by Brazilian
governmental organisations or bodies"; 101 the license itself is "granted to a
juridical person, single, an association or consortium, for the purpose of carrying
out space launching activities on Brazilian territory.,,102
As some of the further requirements instantly make clear, moreover, the
licensing obligation is largely aimed at foreign companies - also the most likely
category of private entities interested in the possibilities Alcantara can offer. For
example, foreign juridical entities can be granted a license only in case of
representation of such an entity in Brazil. 103 'Representation' in this context
refers to physical presence through a local office; by contrast, e.g. the presence
of a person empowered to represent a company in contractual negotiations or
of a bank account of the company with a Brazilian bank is not sufficient. As a
further precise elaboration, "documentary evidence that the applicant has legal
representation in Brazil with express powers to be subpoenaed and to answer
both at administrative and court levels."104
Still more particular controls in regard of foreign applicants to protect Brazilian
sovereign interests can be found. 105 Thus, the AEB is expressly authorised to
make grant of a license dependent upon the existence of safeguard agreements
relating to technology transfer between the home state of the foreign enterprise
and the Brazilian government,106 which amongst others fulfils Brazilian
obligations under international law to ensure non-proliferation of particular
military or dual-use goods for example under the Missile Technology Control
Regime (MTCR).
In short, the Regulation seems to provide in particular the AEB with sufficient
competencies and instruments to ensure that Brazil's interests - not just of an
economic nature, but certainly including those - can be duly protected in the
course of licensing foreign launch service providers interested in Alcantara.
Whilst these provisions seem fair and reasonable - for example, no specific
economic or financial restraints in terms of capital transfers are provided for by
the regulation - the proof of the pudding is in the eating: whether foreign
entities involved in launch service provision will come to a similar conclusion will
probably depend on the way the first few licenses will tum out to deal in detail
with these issues.
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Under the licensing system proper, the reimbursement and insurance obligations
are dealt with together, and there seems to be room for granting a cap to the
reimbursement obligation in a given case. The AEB, the authority granting the
licenses, may "assess liabilities" in case of an application for a license. lO? Also,
the "purchase of insurance to cover possible damages to third parties, according
to the degree of risk of the activities to be carried out by the applicant, where
appropriate, in the value previously established by the AEB" has to be
proven. 108
Whilst nowhere a direct provision may be found in the Regulation that such
insurance coverage includes the reimbursement of possible claims which the
Brazilian government may face under the Liability Convention as a consequence
of the licensee's activities, it may be safely assumed that in the license proper
such a reference somehow will be included, or will be inferred from other
provisions. 109Pollowing from this, then, the aforementioned phrasing of "in the
value previously established by the AEB" indicates that somehow such liability,
respectively reimbursement obligation, will, or at least in individual cases may,
be subjected to an - as of yet unspecified - maximum. The tendency here
seems to be towards adopting the 'maximum probable loss' approach known
from United States and Australian national space legislation.
1. BELGIUM
Ninth on the list is Belgium, with its Law on the activities of launching, flight
operations or guidance of space objects of 200S. 110The license obligation
established extends principally to activities conducted from Belgian territory; in
addition however it applies in a qualified fashion to activities conducted by
Belgian nationals outside of Belgium - namely if that is provided for by special
agreement, presumably with the state from whose territory such activities would
take place. I I I
Regarding reimbursement by the licensee of the Belgium government in case of
international liability claims addressed towards the latter, making explicit
reference here both to Article VII of the Outer Space Treaty and to the
Liability Convention, the Law calls for such reimbursement in principle to be
unlimited. 112 As far as the Law itself is concerned, there is no obligation to take
out insurance, but the appropriate Minister may, in granting a license, "create an
obligation for insurance to be taken out in favour of third parties to cover the
damage that may result from the activities authorised by him."113
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J. SOUTH KOREA
The Republic of South Korea is tenth, enuncIatmg its Space Development
Promotion Act in the same year of 2005. 114 Under it, a launch license is
required for launches conducted from the territory or facilities of South Korea,
or conducted outside as long as by Korean nationals. lIS The licensee under
Article 14 is obliged to reimburse the Korean government in case of relevant
third-party liability claims under the Liability Convention, whilst the possibility of
capping such a reimbursement obligation is offered; Article 15 then similarly
provides for a obligation to insure against liability claims leaving open the
possibility to cap such obligatory insurance.
In order to somewhat elaborate the open-ended Article 14 of the Korean Act, in
2007 a Space Damage Compensation Act provided for a limitation of liability to
200,000,000,000 Korean won, an estimated US$ 175,000,000 under current
exchange rates. 116Compared with the theoretical limitation in the US case (of
US$ 500,000,000) this seems rather reasonable, whilst compared on the other
hand with the practice of US caps on liability in actual launches, this might turn
out to be a somewhat onerous limitation of liability.
Much, of course, depends for example on the size and track record of the
vehicle - and South Korea, on average, is certainly more densely populated
than the United States. Indeed, in the last resort the insurance to be taken out
for such a liability, is lower than the amount quoted above, and roughly depends
upon the weight of the vehicle. 117 It still remains to be seen, how these
provisions will be implemented in practice.
K. THE NETHERLANDS
Next and eleventh is the Netherlands, where in 2007 the Law Incorporating
Rules Concerning Space Activities and the Establishment of a Registry of
Space Objects entered into force. 118 In terms of its scope ratione materiae,
with a view to the issue of private entities 'procuring' a launch in terms of the
Liability Convention, it is noteworthy that the licensing obligation may come to
include the "organization" of space activities as such119 - which especially
refers to the plans to conduct space tourism flights from the Dutch Caribbean
islands organised from the European part of the Netherlands. 120Ratione
personae, the licensing obligation pertains to those conducting such activities
from Dutch territory, which includes for this purpose ships and aircraft
registered in the Netherlands. l2l Furthermore, that obligation can be made
applicable to Dutch nationals if active in the territory of states not parties to the
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Outer Space Treaty122 - in other words, where no other state may be an
obvious "appropriate State" to undertake the authorisation and continuing
supervision required by Article VI of the Outer Space Treaty.
As for the applicable liability arrangement, the licensee is required to offer
redress to the Dutch government up to the value of the sum insured,123 whereas
in this respect "the prospective holder shall have and maintain what ... [the
responsible] Minister considers to be the maximum possible cover for the
liability arising from the space activities for which a licence is requested.
Account is taken here of what can reasonably be covered by insurance."124
L. FRANCE
Finally, as the twelfth example France will be discussed, and its Law on space
activities of 2008. 125This recent law obliges, firstly, "any operator, whatever its
nationality, intending to proceed with the launching of a space object from the
national territory or from means or facilities faIling under French jurisdiction,"126
and, secondly, any French operator intending to do so from a foreign state, to be
authorized by the French authorities under the Law.127Akin to the UK Outer
Space Act, this obligation also includes entities "intending to procure the
launching of a space object.,,128
A licensee furthermore has to "have and maintain, as long as it can be held
liable pursuant to Article 13 and for the amount set out in Articles 16 and 17,
insurance or another financial guarantee," which "must cover the risk of having
to compensate for the damages that could be caused to third parties" up to the
relevant amount, and must cover inter alia "[t]he Government and public
bodies."129 Interestingly, Article 15 allows operators from other member states
of the European Union (plus those of the European Economic Area13o) to enjoy
the same possibility as a French operator to avail itself of the maximum liability
arrangements under a license. 131
Finally, Article 14 ensures that the French government, if found liable, will be
reimbursed by the licensee up to the maximum amount applicable under Article
16 alternatively 17. Those amounts have not been set, although Arianespace -
so far the only launch service provider operating in a context requiring a French
license - is known to have its third-party liability reimbursement obligation vis-
a-vis the French state capped at 60,000,000 • per launch currently some
90,000,000 US$, which has to be covered by insurance. 132
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V. TOWARDS A NATIONAL INDIAN SPACE LAW -
LESSONS FOR INDIA?
Returning to the basic question posed at the outset of the present article and
analysis: what conclusions can be drawn from the above analysis for India, in
terms of desirability or need for a national space law? The essential answer has
been shown to lie in the main focus of existing national space laws as
implementing international law obligations towards private entities, even if the
above analysis only focused on the case study of liability. In other words, the
question now becomes: to what extent does that analysis corroborate the claims
for a need, or desirability, of a national space law including a licensing system
for private space operators in the Indian context?
As the above overview has showed, even on key parameters as the scope
ratione personae of the licensing obligation and the extent to which the
principled lack of limitation to liability under the Liability Convention has been
reflected, the national laws that have so far regulated private space launch
activities for the purpose of dealing with liability offer a range of possibilities. In
some cases only launches from the territory of the country concerned have
been covered, in other cases also launch activities conducted by nationals of
that country outside of its territory have been made subject to licensing
obligations - sometimes in unequivocal terms, sometimes less so. Some states
have the clear intention to transpose any liability under the Liability Convention,
whatever its size, dollar for dollar to the licensee; others have allowed for fixed
or flexible caps on liability reimbursement and/or related insurance obligations -
or even leave the issue basically open as of yet.
Nevertheless, one overarching conclusion does arise: those states that have a
launching capability residing in their territory and have already opened or are
willing to open it up to private operators, have all found it necessary to establish
some sort of licensing control over these operations, all including at least the
launches of space objects from their territory in view of the unequivocal
qualification of any state whose territory is so used as a "launching State"
under the Liability Convention, and hence as liable for any damage caused by
these space objects under that Convention. 133 Moreover, whereas the actual
choice for limited or unlimited derogation, respectively obligatory or optional
insurance is a policy choice, and even if, in many cases, such choice was not
made (or not made in the law itself), all states have made reference to a
fundamental obligation to reimburse the state in case of relevant international
liability claims.
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Thus, the first conclusion for India to draw from this obviously is that, with its
launch site at Sriharikota Island operational for a number of years, any private
launch conducted from that facility would require a license under a national space
law, as the preferable, most comprehensive and transparent means of exercising
supervision and control and ensuring proper domestic handling of international
liabilities.134 Once the principled decision to allow, or even invite, such private
launch activities has been taken (which is, of course, essentially still a sovereign
policy decision on the part of India135) then it becomes almost inevitable to deal
with liability issues one way or the other (even if also the extent to which India
would derogate international liability compensation completely or capped, with
insurance being mandatory or optional, is fundamentally a policy decision). It
should be pointed out, however, that especially the current developments regarding
so-called 'space tourism' may soon prove that private enterprise may be able to
bring the cost of access to outer space down considerably, or even enormously,
which may make it very interesting also for India to consider allowing in principle
such activities to take place from India and/or by Indian companies, or even to
actively stimulate them.
Further than that, the brief overview of the domestic consequences of, for
example, the international obligations re authorisation and control of all "national
activities in outer space" including those carried out by "non-governmental
entities,"l36 and the requirements to develop a national register and provide
OOSA with relevant details for the purpose of the international register, 137
should already make clear that more areas than only that of launching activities
and attendant liabilities would be concerned. And indeed, most of the laws
briefly discussed above also include obligations to obtain licenses in case
satellite communications or satellite remote sensing activities are being
envisaged by private entrepreneurs.
Therefore, unless India would insist on precluding any private sector
involvement in space activities, both by Indian companies and by foreign
companies operating in or from India and, going decidedly against the global
trends, would attempt to roll back any such existing developments in this
respect, there can be little doubt that India needs some sort of national legal
framework. At the least, this would be necessary for the compliance with key
obligations resting upon India under the international space law treaties. From a
more positive and proactive perspective, however, it would be desirable to
ensure that private efforts and money might be harnessed for the broader public
cause of the peoples and economy of India: if properly guided by a regulatory
framework, this would be the proverbial win-win situation.
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